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Holy Humor Week
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Sister of Notre Dame,
teacher, student, author,
speaker, listener, friend,
poet, farm girl.

There’s a tradition in the church that goes back hundreds of years. On Easter Monday
people used to gather together and tell jokes. That’s right, tell jokes. It all stemmed
from their realization that when God raised Jesus from the dead, God had the last
laugh!
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The Fellowship of Merry Christians (yes, there really is such a group) produces a
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newsletter called “The Joyful Newsletter.” For years they have been trying to revive
this venerable custom by urging people to celebrate Easter Monday with a joke party.
It sounds like fun to me!
If Easter Monday is not a good day, then pick some other day of the week. If you have
to work, suggest to your co-workers to bring in their favorite jokes on one day and
share them at lunch or on the bulletin board. Or email a joke to friends and have
them email one of their favorite jokes back to you and everyone else on your email
list. Or, if you’re really zealous, throw a party on the Sunday after Easter, a Sunday
sometimes called “Holy Humor Sunday.” You can serve Easter eggs, jelly beans, and
chocolate bunnies. (You can smile because these things are probably 50% off after
Easter!) Then have your guests share jokes. Or ask them questions like, “What funny
things have happened at home, at work, even in church?” Or you could just sit and
enjoy watching a funny movie together.
The point is, despite the bad news we are bombarded with every day, despite our
personal pains and woes, we Christians believe this: ultimately good will triumph over
evil, love will overcome all hatred, and life will conquer death. That’s what Jesus
taught. That’s what Jesus lived.
Let me leave you with a few jokes:
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Each Monday I’ll post a short
reflection, a simple musing
on some aspect of
spirituality— the everyday
kind of spirituality that
includes things like walking in the park, slicing
an onion for the casserole, caring for a child,
studying for an exam, reading a line from
scripture, laughing at a joke, or mourning a
significant loss.
Along the way I welcome your questions,
comments and insights too. After all, we’r e all
in this life—this spiritual life—together!
Learn more
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Mechanic to customer: “I couldn’t fix your breaks, so I made your horn louder.”
Little girl to her father after Sunday school: “Our teacher must be Jesus’ grandmother
because she talks about him all the time.”
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A little boy’s letter to God: “Dear God, my grandpa says you were around when he
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was a little boy. How far back do you go?”
Do you have any jokes for us?
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My 3 yr. old’s favorite joke: Where do cows go on Saturday night? To the
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MOOO-VIES. He cracks up everytime. It’s my daily blessing to hear his laughter!
Happy Easter.
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It’s wonderful that you’re encouraging humor at such an early age!
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Thanks for the joke!
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Thanks for the laughs Melannie!
They hit the spot today.
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Glad you liked them, Pat! Melannie
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